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Beili Liu was born in the small 
Chinese fishing village of Jilin, to 
an engineer and elementary school 

principal. Her parents were members of 
China’s Lost Generation who had been 
sent to rural areas by Chairman Mao Tse-
tung during the Cultural Revolution. 
Later, the family moved to Shenzhen, one 
of China’s newly-created Special Eco-
nomic Zones, near Hong Kong. Fueled by 
foreign investment, the modern cityscape 
was a stark contrast from the traditional 
village in the countryside. “I witnessed a 
lot of change,” she remembers. “We lived 
in Shenzhen for about four or five years 
before I moved to America. All these 
changes and my past experience inf lu-
ence my work. My work addresses these 

shifts in cultural experiences.” 
Liu studied Chinese Literature at Shen-

zhen University, but loved art, particularly 
drawing. In 1995, she made the decision 
to move to the United States in search of 
an arts experience that was not available 
in China at the time. She graduated Cum 
Laude from the University of Tennessee 
with a degree in graphic design and went 
on to graduate school. 

“I was an artist with an interest in con-
tinuing to study and that’s what going to 
the University of Michigan afforded me,” 
Liu reflected. “In graduate school, my work 
was called into space.” She explored mixed 
media and sculpture, creating site-specif-
ic, three-dimensional installation works, 
designed to transform a viewer’s percep-

tion within a defined space. “Installation art 
is really creating an environment that we 
can experience,” said Liu.  “People can enter 
and be immersed in work within the space. 
Space is something perhaps other worldly, 
not coming from everyday experience.”  
As an Asian American artist in the United 
States, Liu focuses on her cross-cultural 
experience. The traditions of China inform 
her work. She has explored concepts like 
the spirit money, burned for Chinese ances-
tors in the afterworld in installation works 
like Origin and the ancient Chinese game 
of territory control in GO. A group of in-
stallations, The Red Thread Legend series, 
is inspired by an ancient Chinese 
legend about the human connection 
formed by the invisible red threads 
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that join children at birth to those who 
they are destined to meet in life. 

A prolific creator, her works have 
been exhibited extensively, throughout 
the United States, Europe and in China. 
She took Lure/Return, one of the Red 
Thread installations to Shanghai in 
2009. “It was very well-received. People 
were surprised and pleased as they en-
tered the gallery, recognizing their story 
and responding to my translation,” said 
Liu. “It is the one point that is culturally 
focused where I draw on the similarities 
between East and West to bring people’s 
attention to how we relate.”

She embraces a wide variety of 
materials, some not very traditional 
art-making media. Her work depends 
upon her connection to the materials.  
“I think that every material has some-
thing to offer and has something to say. 
Some decisions come intuitively and I 
wait for the moment of surprise,” Liu said as she describes the process. Thread, wool, wax, wire, 
recycled wood, burned paper, adobe, water and salt crystals all become materials for her work. 

Liu is creating a new site-specific work, The Mending Project for the space at Women 
and Their Work. The installation consists of thousands of very traditional Chinese scissors 
suspended from the ceiling, pointed downwards, dominating the space. The scissors, forged 
from black iron with razor-sharp pointed blades form a menacing mass above the performer, 
Liu, who sits below, performing the simple task of mending. As each visitor enters the space, 
one is asked to cut off a piece of the white cloth hung near the entrance and offer the cut 
section to the performer. She continuously sews the cut pieces onto the previous pieces. The 
mended fabric grows in size throughout the duration of the performance, forming a soft new 
shape on the vast area of the floor beneath the scissors.

These scissors are used in each household as a common, humble hand tool and have a 
cultural significance in China. They are also seen as powerful weapons that should never be 
pointed at people because that gesture brings ill fortune. This intrusive power is well respect-
ed in Feng Shui practices throughout Chinese history. In times of need, they had often been 
used an effective makeshift weapon for women.

“I’ve had this interest in these scissors for many years, about how I could use them,” said 
Liu. “As a woman artist, I am thinking about it very intuitively, scissors, thread, needles. 
Threading needles for so long, that it seemed very fitting to sew underneath the scissors.”

It  i s  the one po int that is  cu ltural ly  focused where I  draw 

on the s imi lar it ies  between East and West to bring 

people ’s  attention to how we re late .

An offer for a position as assistant pro-
fessor in the School of Fine Arts at The 
University of Texas in 2008 brought Liu 
and her husband, Blue Allen Way to Aus-
tin. Although friends questioned the wis-
dom of leaving Michigan for Texas, the 
couple reassuringly reminded those who 
inquired that Austin really isn’t Texas. 
Settling in, they share a home with large 
pecan trees and two cats, Lu Lu and Tao 
Tao. They enjoy hiking the greenbelts and 
exploring the local food scene. 

Liu and Way begin each day with a 
cup of tea, reviewing various projects. 
Way is an award-winning wood worker 
who designs furniture and is also Liu’s 
installation manager. He manages the 
details, working out the technical and 
engineering aspects of her diverse instal-
lations. Several times a year, they travel 
together to destinations in the United 
States, Europe and Asia, because the na-
ture of her work requires that they go and 
install together. 

When people ask how Liu can do so 
many shows a year, she smiles and replies, 
“I say that I have a really good in-house 
expert.”

Artist beili liu: 
“i think that every material has some-
thing to offer and has something to say.”
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For an exclusive, in-depth q+a 
with Beili Lui about her work and 
inspiration, go to 
austinwomanmagazine.com


